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8.1 introduction

Since the middle of the 1970s, it has not been en vogue in the Netherlands 
to question the eco nomic benefits of wage restraint. Politicians, unionists, 
employers’ re pre sen tatives but also journalists and policy experts 
generally support the idea that wage restraint is the key to economic and 
job growth, especially for such a small open economy as the Ne ther-
lands. This support seems to be unique in the Western industrialised 
world. Whereas in Ger  many or Belgium, for instance, critics immediately 
rise to protest when the issue of wage restraint is put on the political 
agenda, such a fundamental de bate about the necessity of wage restraint 
for the economy has only in ci den tal ly taken place in the Netherlands. In 
the 1980s, not only uni onists but also some economists questioned the 
positive effects of wage re straint on job crea tion, as unemployment figures 
remained high. And in the early 1990s, va ri ous eco no mists started a debate 
about labour productivity versus wage re straint; this debate re-emer  ged 
in the early years of the 21st century in the slightly dif ferent terms of the 
‘know led ge eco nomy’. Despite this (marginal) critique, Dutch political 
actors – though less so uni ons – have usually agreed on wage restraint 

chapter 8

Conclusions: 
the consensual politics 
of wage restraint

Once accepted, the wrs acquired a ‘ritual character and gave [give] 
permanence to the de   bate’ (Hajer 1995: 63), particularly after 2001. 
Once eco no mic slowdown became apparent, it was almost im me dia-
tely interpreted as caused by a loss of competitiveness due to high wage 
in creases. Other ‘key variables’ like productivity and the knowledge 
economy were pre sent in pu blic debate, but only marginally. A new his-
to ri cal Accord of Was se naar on wage re straint was considered necessary 
to tackle the ap proa ching eco  nomic crisis. The re ali sa tion of two central 
accords on wage re straint in 2002 and 2003 demonstrated that the prac-
tice of con sultation is still being appreciated, even though it was subject 
to increasing critique. But, as the pre vious historical chapter showed, 
this critique is a repeating affair, and until now has not fun  da men tal ly 
undermined the relevance of cooperation and the wrs in public debate. 
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decision-making in which ‘general’ interests take precedence over ‘par-
ticular’ interests. Instead, it has been argued here that po   litics is a struggle 
about the definition of those very in te rests in the first place, rather than 
a reflection of pre-given (common) in te rests. This political struggle is 
shaped by the political and cultural context in which actors operate. The 
con ceptualisation of the idea of wage restraint as a storyline is highly sig-
ni  ficant in this respect; it suggests that the political acceptance of, and 
con sen sus about, wage re straint are not straightforward, but need to be 
constructed using stories that link interests, ideas, and institutions. 

Secondly, this study demonstrated that for analysing this political 
context in which wage restraint has become lauded, both (formal) 
institutions as well as ‘cultural’ prac tices are of importance. Historical-
institutionalist or so ci o logical-institutionalist ap proaches usually include 
‘institutions’ when considering both these dimensions. This re search 
sug  ges ted to make an ana ly tical distinction between formal rules and 
organisations (in stitutions) and more informal, unwritten norms of 
behaviour (cul ture) in order to de mon strate the relative independence of 
the latter in shaping the be haviour and preferences of actors. Following 
authors like March and Olsen (cf. 1989), I have ar gued in this study 
that human and political action is regulated by rules of ap pro pri ate or 
exemplary be ha viour. That is, po li cy ma king was por trayed not so much 
as ef fi cien cy-driven, but as rule-driven: the ba  lan cing of political and 
personal relationships was at least just as important as finding op ti mal 
po li cy so lu tions. The concept of policy com  mu ni ty was in  troduced to 
analyse how political actors interact – as mem bers of that community 
– and ad here to the ac cepted ‘rules of the game’, be cause these rules are 
considered na tural, ex pected and le gi timate. I have argued in this study 
that in the Netherlands, these rules of the game are directed at achieving 
and maintaining consensus between a variety of po li ti cal actors. 

Thirdly, it was suggested that this ‘rule-driven’ dynamic of political 
interaction most fun   damentally affects the way in which political 
discussion takes place. Drawing on the dis cur  sive-institutional approach 
of Vivian Schmidt (2002, 2003), I have argued that in the Ne ther  lands, a 
‘coordinative discourse’ prevails which facilitates coordination – that is, 
which helps to solve con flict and maintain consensus – among the key 
po litical and economic ac tors relevant to the field. Within such a dis-
course, certain ideas fare better than others. Most no tably, the ideas that 
were consensually ac cepted in the past (policy le ga cies), and those that 

during almost every eco no mic crisis since the Second World War. 
My research aimed to understand why and how wage restraint has 

become such an in fluen tial idea in the Netherlands. In this concluding 
chapter, I will summarise my answer to the central question of this re-
search by re iterating and combining the main findings from the em pi-
ri cal chapters. This chapter starts by poin ting out the main con tri bu-
tions of this research in terms of theory. The main em pi rical findings 
will sub se quently be summarised and discussed against this theoretical 
background. Fi nal ly, the im por tance of, and need for, further re search will 
be discussed alongside the les sons of and prospects for po li cy -ma king in 
the Netherlands. 

8.2 The cultural and discursive dimensions of policymaking  
 theoretical contributions

This research positioned itself against the interest-based and rational-
institutionalist ex pla na tions that tend to dominate academic thinking in 
the political-economic field. According to these kinds of ap  proa ches, the 
emergence and acceptance of a par   ticular policy idea – like wage restraint 
– can be explained by an ana lysis of predefined material interests, possibly 
mediated by a spe ci fic institutional setting which is un derstood as an 
incentive struc ture de ter mi ning rational choices made by actors (cf. Becker 
2003: 12). Instead, my research builds upon more sociological-in  sti tu tio-
nal and discursive-institutional approaches that focus on how ideas are 
negotiated and struggled about through a process shaped by the spe cific 
institutional/cultural context in which actors operate. This choice allowed 
me to make the following contributions.

Firstly, this study advances a particular understanding of both socio-
economic po li cyma king and consensus-building as an essentially political 
process and phenomenon. Ad vo cators of the main stream explanations 
of (recent) Dutch eco no  mic developments usually con sider the Dutch 
emphasis on wage restraint from a ‘func tio nal’, ‘interest-driven’ and/or 
‘in stitutional’ per spective, which respectively state that 1) wage restraint 
is so prominent in the Netherlands because it fits the needs of an open, 
ex port-based Dutch eco  no my, or 2) wage restraint is supported by a 
particular dominant coalition of interests (firms and unions in the export 
sector), or 3) wage restraint is the outcome of an institutional form of 
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change. In many si tua tions, particularly in times of economic and political 
crisis, actors do not know or cannot agree on what the problem really is, 
and therefore what adequate so lu ti ons might be. It is difficult to predict in 
advance what exactly causes or leads to eco no mic success and/or failure; 
the historical lessons to draw from either past ex pe rien ces or other coun -
tries do not present them  selves that straight for wardly. Political actors 
continuously have to negotiate about what happens around them, they 
have to interpret past and foreign ex  periences, and they have to select, 
define and gain acceptance for a course of effective ac tion. Story telling is a 
principle way of sorting and interpreting, of constructing sha red mea nings 
and un der stan dings that enable actors to (inter-)act. Sto ry li nes create 
order by lin king different aspects of pro blems, causal fac tors, institutional 
prac tices and his to ri cal events; they offer a relatively con sistent view on 
the world in which ac tors operate, and tell them what to expect and do. 
A storyline may suggest change by pointing out the need to deviate from 
accepted policies and practices, but it may also lead to (relative) stability 
when story lines confirm the ap pro pria te ness or effectiveness of past 
policy. There is how ever, so it was argued, no ‘ongoing rational pro cess of 
discovery’ where new and ‘better’ ideas automatically replace older and 
‘wrong’ ideas (Woods 1995: 166-167); empirical failure is not enough to 
discredit a mode of thought (cf. Blyth 2002: 235; Me nahem 1998: 305), and 
some ideas or storylines may remain influential over a long period of time. 

Sixthly, therefore, the results of this research show that over time, some 
storylines might become more influential than others – political actors 
might become ‘locked-in’ certain beliefs and ideas – a pro cess that depends 
on choice, learning, power, conflict and accidental circumstances. Ac tors 
may also try to stra te gi  cally insert certain (elements of) storylines, but 
whether or not this is successful depends on the way others ‘re spond to it, 
twist it, and take it up’ (Hajer and Laws 2006: 260). Therefore, storylines 
emerge and are re pro  duced both in and through political in ter ac tion. The 
distribution of power resources is im  por tant in this respect, though it does 
not pre de termine its outcome. In the Dutch case, the ‘powerful’ employers’ 
associations have con ti nu ously tried to push for the causal nar ra tive about 
wage restraint since the 1970s, but it only became universally accepted in 
the 1990s when it was linked unexpectedly to Dutch consensual practices 
by foreign com men ta tors. Once storylines are accepted, however, they 
may attain an almost sacred status and may come to do mi nate the field, 
particularly once they are dis seminated in, or turned into, accepted prac tice. 

were formulated in terms of some ‘common in te rest’, substantiated by 
expert know ledge, quantifiable, and re la ti ve ly simple. In this way, the 
‘coordinative discourse’, shaped by the consensual patterns of in ter action, 
ope rate as the famous institutionalisation of bias: some ideas are accepted 
in po litics and others are left out. 

Fourthly, though the consensual environment ‘structures’ the way in 
which actors be have and look at the world around them, actors themselves 
have an active role in me dia ting their environment. This study showed 
that unions, employers’ associations and po li ti ci ans, as well as experts and 
jour nalists, all perform a crucial role in constructing and dis se mi na ting 
ideas throughout the po litical arena. Applied to the Dutch case at hand: 
consensus is not an automatic outcome of the consensual rule-driven 
process, but needs to be constructed ac tively. Actors do so, I have argued, 
by em ploy  ing narratives or storylines that link specific de finitions of 
(com mon) in te rests to actors, or to his to ri cal events and cultural practices, 
or to responsibilities and actions. The Wage Restraint Storyline (wrs) 
served to build a coa li ti on between different actors with different overall 
worldviews or policy goals. These actors even tually came to a consensus 
with each other around a single story. 

This con cept of story lines was bor row ed from discourse analysis (Hajer 
1995), as an im prove  ment to the ‘dis course ana ly sis’ of Vi vian Schmidt. 
Though Schmidt focused on how ac tors em ploy and com municate ideas 
to change their policy environment, she reserved the term ‘discourse’ as 
speech and communication that is used by ac tors to legitimise new ‘right’ 
policy actions that deviate from, or overcome, established ‘wrong’ con-
cep ti ons of spe cific interests, values or in sti tu tions. When making this 
distinction between ‘right’ and ‘wrong’ ideas (Schmidt 2003: 133), she 
seems to lar gely have fallen back on ra tio nal-in sti tu tio na list as sum p ti ons, 
where the ‘rightness’ could be de termined as such on the basis of ob jec-
ti ve ly and exo ge nous ly de fined problems and si  tuations. Moreover, she 
suggested that ‘ideas’, in line with most ideational approaches, matter 
particularly for explaining institutional and policy change, whereas 
‘interests’ or ‘institutions’ matter for explaining stability. 

My research however, and this is the fifth contribution to this field, 
tried to improve on both these arguments by de mon strating how political 
actors are confronted with con si de rable uncertainty about which po licies 
are ‘right’ or ‘wrong’, and how in the process of solving this uncertainty, 
particular ‘ideas’ or ‘storylines’ might either produce relative sta bi li ty or 
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common ground and by giving it an ob jective basis for fur ther political 
discussion. The Netherlands has a long tradition of solving conflicts by 
em ploy ing technocratic knowledge. In the socio-eco nomic field, especially 
the Central Plan  ning Bureau (cpb) has become highly influential.

This potential for consensus-building in the Dutch corporatist policy 
com mu ni ty is usually evaluated in quite positive terms, and particularly 
in the discourse on the Polder Model. This positive evaluation is due to 
the fact that actors with vastly different interests can seemingly still come 
to an agreement. However, this study also showed that this con sen sus-
building also has a flipside; it only works as long as non-consensual be-
ha vi our is pu nish ed and some ideas and conflicts are not discussed. That 
is, inherent in Dutch con sen sualism are conformity pressures to live up 
to what is considered ‘reasonable’ to the out side observer (cf. Teulings 
and Hartog 1998). Moreover, usually only the es ta blis hed actors of the 
policy community are invited to joint consensual discussion: the Dutch 
corporatist policy com mu nity is a relatively closed community. The 
success of con sensus-building to a large degree depends on whether or not 
actors know and behave ac cor ding to the consensual rules of the game. 

Following from this analysis was the argument that the con   sensual 
practices set rather nar row parameters for policy discussion: what people 
can ‘reasonably’ talk about and to whom (the ‘coordinative discourse’). 
Too much room for dis agree ment, un   com mon or ex treme ideas, would 
un  der mine the pos  si bi lities for the highly ap pre    ciated con   sensus for-
ma tion. In a consensual context, political actors are expected not only to 
find solutions to new ly arising problems, but also to acquire widespread 
support for it. This leads actors to in terpret new situations in terms of 
existing frameworks and to match problems with so lu ti ons they have 
applied in the past. Hence, the consensual pat  terns of in ter ac tion promote 
stability and continuity rather than change. The Dutch cor poratist policy 
com mu nity is (in sti tu ti o nal ly) conservative (Andeweg 1989), though it is 
con ser vative with a ‘small c’ (Rhodes and Marsh 1992: 196); it is a dynamic 
conservatism, where actors adapt to changing cir cum stan ces, albeit in a 
gradual and incremental way (cf. Hinnfors 1999). Chapter 4 showed that 
con sen sus-building does not fare well with those actors who behave in an 
unpredictable way and often change their point of view so. 

Though the margins of discussion are set relatively small, there is 
still room for debate about what behaviour or ideas are ‘reasonable’ 
or ‘appropriate’. The last two em  pirical chap ters of this study ana ly-

In short, my research aimed to show how more cultural and discursive 
dimensions are important for understanding the development of Dutch 
socio-economic policymaking. More spe ci fi cally, I focused on how 
storylines might help to construct a consensus among a variety of of ten 
antagonistic political actors with different ideas and interests. 

8.3 The story behind the Dutch Model
 empirical findings

The main research questions can now be answered against this theoretical 
background. The ana lysis of the cultural and discursive dimensions 
of Dutch socio-economic policymaking pro  ceeded along two broad 
lines of empirical research: 1) an analysis of the consensual pat terns of 
interaction and 2) an analysis of the development of storylines in and 
through this po litical interaction. The fol lowing section presents the main 
empirical findings and draws con clu sions from them that are important 
for answering the re search questions. To re i terate these questions: Why 
was wage restraint viewed as the core of Dutch eco nomic suc cesses over the 
1990s (in the Ne therlands)? and: Why and how did wage re straint receive a 
ne ar-uni ver sal ac  ceptance amongst Dutch po li ti cal actors over this period?

The first three empirical chapters identified the con sen sual practices 
of the Dutch cor po    ratist policy community that shape actors’ behaviour 
and the ideas, preferences and be liefs they hold and negotiate about. 
These chapters showed that Dutch consensual po li cy -ma king is strong -
ly directed at achieving consensus. This implies that consensus is not so 
much the starting point of the negotiation process. Instead, it suggests 
that conflicts between ac tors are resolved in a consensual way. This 
consensual balancing of political relationships cause actors to look for 
solutions that others in the policy community consider ‘appropriate’ 
or, a term the Dutch use often, ‘reasonable’. Chapter 4 described how 
various norms of behaviour – the so-cal led ‘rules of the game’ – fa ci li tate 
consensus-building among a variety of actors by di rec ting their attention 
to what binds them rather than what separates them. It was argued that 
the notion of the com mon interest is crucial in this re gard because it acts 
as a kind of ‘focal point’ in consensual ne go tia tion. Chapter 5 showed 
that expert institutes play an important role in determining the common 
interest. Expert know ledge fa ci li tates con sensus- building by de fi ning this 
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successes (1995-2000) as well as economic crises (2001-2004) were 
interpreted in terms of wage costs, and led to actors pointing out the need 
for cooperation and a central agreement on wage re straint like the Accord 
of Was se naar. 

With these empirical findings in mind, how can one answer the main 
research ques tions? With respect to the first question – Why was wage 
restraint singled out as the core of the Dutch successes? – three factors 
seem to be of importance. First, wage restraint has a long tradition in the 
Netherlands, and is linked tightly to the actors and institutions of Dutch 
corporatism. In times of economic crisis, Dutch political actors usually fall 
back on this policy legacy of orchestrated wage restraint, as the need for 
rapid consensual action inhibits a long search for entirely new and different 
solutions. When the economy sub se quent ly im proves it seems obvious, 
and politically beneficial, to link it to this policy people agreed upon in 
the past. Secondly, the emphasis on wage restraint as agreed upon in 1982 
at Was se naar offered uni ons and employers’ associations a very welcome 
op portunity to restore lost po  si ti ons. In the early 1990s, Dutch corporatist 
institutions and con sensual practices were subject to considerable critique 
at home: critique which undermining the in fluen tial political po si tion 
of or ga nised capital and labour. By accepting wage restraint as the cause 
of the Dutch suc  cesses, this substantially boosted the reputation of the 
social partners as re spon sible and rea  so nable ne go tia tion partners for the 
government. The wrs was particularly attractive for unions, because they 
had lost bargaining ground since the 1980s. In order to become part, or 
even the creator, of the Dutch success story they presented them selves as 
the bearers of the Dutch model because they had been so ‘rea so nable’ to 
restrain wages for the sake of the common interest. 
 Thirdly, wage restraint was more easily accepted as the core of the 
Dutch model par ti cu larly because it could be formulated in terms of 
the common interest. Both em ployers and employees seemed to have 
profited from it: the co-occurrence of wage re straint and eco no mic and 
employment growth could be interpreted sensibly as a cau sal nexus. The 
availability of a scientific framework substantiating this causal nex us 
fur the red the acceptance of the wrs throughout the Dutch corporatist 
policy community. Half way through the 1980s (see Chapter 5), the  
Central Planning Bureau started to emphasise the po si tive im pact that 
wage re straint had on the Dutch economy since 1982. In the early 1990s, 
the cpb made an ex plicit link be tween wage restraint (and de-coupling  

sed how actors negotiated about these terms, and how over time some 
‘storylines’ might become more influential that more or less hinge back 
on these consensual practices. The 1970s and 1980s, so the his to rical 
Chapter 6 showed, were a period of con si de rable uncertainty, and unions, 
employers’ as  sociations, po   liticians and experts ne go tiated about the 
proper diagnosis of the crisis and about ‘ap pro pri ate’ solutions. Various 
policy ideas competed for do mi nance, namely those (1) on working time 
reduction and go vern ment in ter ven ti on, and (2) on wage re  straint and 
decentralisation. Though both were part of broader overall economic 
theories, they are in their national variety and political usage presented 
as storylines. Storylines link certain definitions of problems to specific 
practices, so lu tions and political responsibilities. Whereas the first policy 
idea mentioned above see med more ‘appropriate’ given the high levels 
of un em ploy ment, the second was more ‘rea so nable’ be cause it was 
supported by eco nomic analyses of the cpb. In 1982, both storylines were 
brought in line with the consensual ex pec tation to con clude an agreement 
at Wassenaar, but neither storyline do mi na ted the dis cus sion. It proved 
difficult to link either to the common interest in the 1980s. Whereas 
the first would imply increased costs for employers, the second did not 
obviously re sult in a re duc tion of unemployment throughout the 1980s. 
Though the influence of the Wage Restraint Story line (wrs) gradually 
increased, it ‘competed’ with alternatives until the early 1990s. The sto-
ryline on working time re duc tion was replaced by a storyline on labour 
productivity as well as an overall ‘viscosity’ story line that pointed out the 
ineffectiveness of consensual cor poratism. 

Chapter 7 showed that this situation changed quite dramatically after 
1995, when in ter na tional at  tention for the Dutch model overwhelmed 
the Netherlands. The wrs successfully linked the causal narrative about 
wage restraint that emerged in the 1970s (competitiveness and jobs) to 
a historical event (Was senaar in 1982) and to the Dutch tradition and 
ingrained ha bit of consensual policy-making. The wrs was supported 
by the main socio-ec onomic players, but also by journalists and experts, 
and it even reached myth i cal proportions when it was linked to historical 
references of cooperation in the ‘battle against the water’ during the 
Middle Ages. The influence of the wrs proved lasting, too. When ever 
eco nomic downturn became apparent, notably after 1995 and again after 
2001, the wrs struc tured the way members of the Dutch cor po  ratist 
policy community con cep tua lised the world around them. Economic 
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and some ideas ‘suit’ consensus-buil ding better than others. Most no table, 
so it was argued, already accepted, quantifiable, scien  tifically un der pin ned 
and re la tiv ely sim ple ideas. And the idea of wage restraint fit this profile 
rather well.

8.4 The need for further research

This dissertation is about consensus-building around wage restraint in 
the Netherlands, and is as such a single country study. The used research 
design and methodology has obvious strengths, but also disadvantages. 
For understanding how consensus might come about, fo cu sing on more 
cultural and discursive mechanisms, an in-depth investigation of a single 
coun try case seems a logical step; such a research keeps the institutional/
organizational make-up and cultural practices relatively constant, and 
allows the researcher to explain different ac ti ons over time (that is, 
different cases) by looking at how actors mediate their sur roun dings. Such 
an ana lysis of this particular Dutch case informs us about more general 
me  cha nisms and pro ces ses of con flict re so lu tion and con sen sus formation 
relevant for a broa  der set of cases (Ger ring 2004: 344). Cross-case 
comparison is needed, however, to de li ne ate which causal mechanisms 
explain variation across different cases, and might sub se quently also shed 
light on the specifics of the Dutch case. 

One interesting line of further comparative research is to compare 
the consensus in the socio-economic field to other policy fields in the 
Netherlands itself. To what extent does the way consensus is built around 
wage restraint say something about consensus formation and political 
interaction in others field such as labour law, pensions, education or, 
a relatively ‘con  flictual’ field such as migration or integration. Such a 
comparison would have the ad vantage of keeping general country specifics 
stable. Particularly the first two examples in cor porate the same actors, 
cultural practices and overall institutional make-up: did consensus come 
about in a similar way regarding ‘flexicurity’, another consensus – next 
to wage re straint – the Netherlands is famous for. Consensus-building 
also seems relevant for dif fe rent in stitutions and organisations outside 
the socio-economic sphere. A 2007 parliamentary re search about 
educational reforms in the Netherlands suggested that the expectation 
to build consensus – or to create, what is coined in the Netherlands as 

of public and private sector wages) and em ployment growth. Gradually,  
an ‘epistemic community’ de ve lo ped with the cpb at its core authority.

With respect to the second question about the near-universal 
acceptance of the wrs and therefore its sustenance or reproduction, two 
mechanisms need to be taken into con  sideration. First of all, the wrs was 
and is a very attractive story. It was associated with eco no mic success, 
relatively simple and in line with Dutch con sen sual traditions. In politics, 
no thing is at tractive as success, and everybody usually wants to be on 
board with the winner. A large ma jo rity of po li ti cal actors wanted to be 
associated with this suc cess story for a variety of reasons, and they all 
added their own take on and contribution to the story. Storylines can be 
shared by many different actors exactly for this reason; actors can read 
their own in terpretation of the storyline into it. Imitation and repetition 
thus kick-started a successful storyline, par ti cu  larly once it was picked up 
by the media. 

Secondly, once accepted, the wrs came to structure economic debate. 
On the one hand, the wrs became ‘deeply nestled into the heads of 
policymakers, politicians and economists’, as a cpb-economist formulated 
it (De Volkskrant, 15 September 2004). The wrs was dis seminated very 
rapidly in all kinds of po licy documents, books, economic journals and, 
above all, newspapers. It became a ma  jo ri ty’s point of view by conviction, 
lear ning, repetition and imitation. That is, Dutch political actors came 
to believe firmly that wage restraint is the best way to economic and job 
growth. On the other hand, the con for mity pres   sures inherent in Dutch 
consensualism made it dif ficult to argue against the wrs. As Mark Blyth 
put it: ‘so long as something about the economy is be lie ved by a large 
enough group of people, then because they believe it, it becomes true’ 
(Blyth 2002: viii). The wrs had become common sense after 1996, it 
became the ‘ap pro priate’ ex pla nation. Al ter na tive ex  pla nations – e.g.  
the rise of house price bubble-induced con sumer spen ding or a uni que  
cat ching-up effect – were gradually blended out and marginalised in aca-
de mic and public dis cussion. In order not to discard the much ap pre ciated 
consensus, various actors toned down their opinions and took over the 
majority’s point of view. 

In conclusion, the empirical results show that the Wage Restraint 
Storyline, as it de ve lop ed over the 1990s, became firmly embedded in 
the historical consensual tradition of Dutch cor po ratist policymaking. 
Consensus-building is highly appreciated in the Dutch po licy com munity, 
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the latter, some comparative ideational work has done on how overall 
economic theories, from Keynesianism to neo-classical eco no mics, spread 
across political systems (cf. Blyth 2002), but it would be in teresting to 
find out which national varieties of these theories can be found. In the 
Ne therlands, the idea of wage re straint has been stressed as part of supply-
side theories, but in Sweden and Denmark, for instance, activation po-
licies are much more dominant. Can one ex plain this dif fe rence – as this 
particular study would suggest – by looking into the historical pat terns of 
po li ti cal interaction and the stories that highlight aspects of these patterns 
to events, policies and circumstances? 

When considering differences between corporatist and more pluralistic 
societies, it might also, and finally, be interesting to explore the question 
what ‘small ness’ has to do with con sen sus-building. Katzenstein argued 
in 1985 that the development of corporatist political sys tems – and by 
implication in this research ‘consensualism’ – is related to the size of the 
coun try: small countries have to adjust to the international economy, 
whereas bigger coun tries can more easily navigate their own course. 
Corporatist institutions allow for such a flex i ble adjustment strategy 
for small countries, so Katzenstein observed. Several per sons that were 
interviewed within the context of this dissertation also suggested that 
‘small ness’ is important for consensus-building, because frequent formal 
and informal meetings re du ce the possibilities for prolonged conflict. In a 
small community, people often run into each other and need to cooperate 
on a daily basis. It would be interesting to find out, perhaps with the help 
of qua li ta tive and quantitative network analyses, whether smallness 
indeed is a re le vant variable (cf. Heemskerk 2007). 

8.5 Prospects for policymaking
 from a low to a high road?

In conclusion, it might be interesting to briefly speculate about the 
prospects of wage re straint within Dutch socio-economic debate and 
policymaking. The first ten years of the new mil lennium are characterised 
by increasing internationalisation of trade and a deepening Eu ro pean 
economic integration. On the European continent, the development 
to wards a single market has contributed substantially to the free 
movement of capital, goods and services. On the one hand, concerns for 

‘maatschappelijk draagvlak’, a broad social basis of support – was of 
considerable important in the educational field. This expectation to 
build concensus was, in fact, criticised for inhibiting optimal solutions 
(Dijsselbloem 2007-2008)435. Furthermore, a consensual style of policy-
making was also an ac cepted practice in the field of integration until 
the 1990s (cf. Hendriks 2004). The system of or ga ni sa tio nal interest 
representation in this policy field bears some resemblance to the cor-
poratist policy community, where ‘in te rest groups’ were frequently con-
sul ted on relevant issues; and until recently a ‘co or di na tive discourse’ 
dominated this field. A comparison with this field might illuminate 
whether a ‘consensual’ in sti tu tio nal make-up in this field is indeed suf -
ficient for generating consensus without a long-standing tradition of 
consensus-seeking be ha  viour on the part of the organisations involved. 
This is particularly interesting because se ve ral of the individuals 
representing organisations in this field come from countries without or 
with a different culture of negotiation. 

A second line of further research might entail comparative studies of 
other countries that might enhance our knowledge on national variation. 
How specific is Dutch corporatism and consensus-building, and can we 
find si milar mechanisms in other countries in similar fields? The idea 
of ‘cultural exceptionalism’ (Lees 2006: 1098) should be avoided; more 
coun    tries are characterised by consensus, compromise and consultation. 
Past research has indeed suggested that ‘liberal-democratic’ corporatist 
countries like Swit zerland bear re sem  blance to the Dutch consensual 
style of decision-making, though dif fe rences are also sub stan   tial (cf. 
Katzenstein 1985; Smallcons 2004). As a corporatist system, Austria is, for 
in stance, also associated with considerable wage restraint; does the way in 
which wage restraint is agreed on differ compared to the Netherlands? 

Such comparative work might, of course, also extend to less corporatist 
and more ‘plural’ or uncoordinated political systems. Consensus is 
obviously no typically corporatist phe   no me non. No country can do 
without a certain degree of consensus: living together in a society would 
otherwise become impossible (Becker 1999: 120). However, some political 
sys tems are relatively more consensual than others, and a comparison 
across countries with different in sti tu tio nal and cultural practices might 
be highly enlightening. Do these actors use similar stories to build 
consensus, or do they draw on similar practices? Do ideas and stories 
disseminate ac ross these systems in a different way? With respect to 
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mo del, ch] will remain the answer [to our economic problems, ch]’ (ser 
Magazine, January 2003)437. The storyline about pro ductivity poses a 
considerable chal lenge to an institutional system sustained by consensual 
practices, a system that is so closely tied up with the idea of wage restraint. 
Can the so cial partners conclude agreements that involve measures to 
im prove labour productivity? What would such an agreement look 
like? Con cepts and measures such as ‘employability’, ‘smart work’ and 
‘investments in education’ have been incorporated in central agreements 
for many years, but do not constitute the core of the agreement, which 
is usually still about wage re straint. In fact, the alternative storyline 
on the ‘knowledge eco no my’ has been gradually incorporated into the 
Wage Restraint Storyline. Wage restraint is viewed here as an effective 
short-term strategy to improve employment, whereas other measures 
to improve pro ductivity in the long run are required, like investments in 
education and competition po li cy. That is, the low and high roads towards 
economic growth are com  ple  men tary in the wrs. 

In the meantime, the Netherlands – as well as other countries – are 
confronted with a new economic and financial crisis, which is compared 
to the deep recessions of the early 1980s and the 1930s. Despite all the 
talk about the ‘knowledge economy’ and the apparent failure of neo-
liberal policies, of which wage restraint is part, wage restraint returned 
on the political agenda in the Netherlands quite rapidly. When the 
financial crises of 2007 also he ral ded an eco  nomic depression, appeals 
to restrain wages were again paramount. In 2009, the Minister of So cial 
Affairs, for examlpe, suggested to freeze wages and benefits (Parool, 25 
February 2009438), a message that was frequently repeated by the Dutch 
government. And though uni ons and employers were hesitant to agree 
on general wage restraint across sectors (Pa rool, 24 Fe  bru ary 2009)439, 
they concluded an accord in which ‘work prevailed above income’: ‘the 
rea li sation of wages would be differentiated, but are modest right down 
the line’ (StvdA 2009). Therefore, the wrs seems to continue to shape 
political debate about ‘appropriate’ po li cy making. 

This research investigated the central role of the idea of wage restraint 
in the Dutch Pol der Model. Though the Polder Model, nationally 
and internationally, lost most of its at trac tive ness, the story on wage 
restraint behind it, still stands strong. Whether the new and see mingly 
unprecedented financial crisis of the last years will change this story on  
the Dutch eco nomy remains to be seen. 

competitiveness have thus increased as bu si nesses are confronted with 
more intense international and European competition, and can more 
easily re locate their business activity to more favourable places. On the 
other hand, Eu ro pean in te gration has seemingly tightened the room for 
socio-economic policymaking on a na tional scale. Especially the creation 
of one Euro currency area and the criteria of the Growth and Stability Pact 
have restricted fiscal and monetary policies. Though these economic and 
po litical changes are profound, they imply less of a radical change for the 
Netherlands than they would per haps be for other countries. The Dutch 
economy has always been relatively open to in  ternational trade and, as 
from 1983, it had already pegged the Dutch guilder to another cur  rency, 
the German mark. 

Nevertheless, as from more or less 2000, a public dis cus sion has been 
going on about how to adapt the Netherlands to these changing economic 
and political rea lities. The general belief is that the Netherlands should 
develop into a competitive and dynamic ‘knowledge economy’ re volving 
around high productivity, innovation and human capital (these are also 
the main elements of the European ‘Lisbon Strategy’ of 2000). It is in-
crea singly argued that a ‘beg  gar-thy-neighbor-style’ wage restraint might 
be a viable short-term strategy for (emer ging) economies, but that in the 
long run the high-income, high-wage economies have to move towards a 
different strategy focusing on la bour productivity and innovative capacity 
(cf. Por ter 1998). That is, the Netherlands should take a high ‘productivity’ 
road to economic growth rather than the low ‘wage restraint’ road (cf. 
Milberg and Houston 2005). As the his to rical Chapter 6 showed, this is 
not an entirely new storyline. In the early years of the 1990s, eco nomists 
like Kleinknecht and Bomhoff shocked the nation by suggesting a move 
away from wage restraint towards a focus on pro duc tivity, quality and 
efficiency. However, though the high road is viewed as the proper road to 
take, it proves difficult to turn these words into effective deeds, on Dutch 
as well as European levels. Policymakers seem uncertain about how to 
develop a ‘knowledge economy’. As union leader Doekle Terpstra argued: 
it is ‘in no va ti on at any rate, but how?’ (Trouw, 11 July 2000)436.

It will be interesting to see what will happen to the Dutch con sul ta-
tion model and the idea of wage restraint in the upcoming years if this 
alternative storyline gains more sup  porters. As a secretary-general of the 
Ministry of Social Affairs phrased it a while back: ‘the discussion about 
productivity is a test-case to see whether this model [the con sul ta tion 
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The idea of wage restraint has a long history in the Netherlands and has 
been presented as the key recipe for economic recovery for many years 
now. As early as the 1930s for in stance, the Dutch government responded 
to the Great De pression by sup por ting in dustry efforts to bring wage 
levels down and by cutting wages in its own public works. The idea of 
wage re straint was also piv o tal to the centrally guided wage and price sys -
tem of the early post-war pe   riod to restore the Dutch war-torn economy. 
This cen  tralised sys tem fal te red throughout the 1960s, although the go-
vern ment still tried to fight the oil and eco no mic crises of the 1970s by 
im ple men ting wage controls. As from the early 1980s onwards the policy 
of wage re straint to re store economic growth was being prac ti ced again, 
although now on a more vo lun tary basis. Since then, in times of eco no-
mic (and po  litical) crisis, wage restraint has been the standard re sponse of 
Dutch policymakers: in the early 1980s, early 1990s, early 2000 and also 
now, during the latest economic recession, triggered by failing financial 
markets, wage restraint seems to be the magic word.

Why do we always talk about wage restraint in the Netherlands? This is 
the central ques tion of this dissertation. Specifically, this study is about the 
Dutch fascination for wage restraint throughout the period 1980 to 2005, a 

English Summary

The story behind 
the Dutch Model


